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Services and Support
❖ As a Research Insight client, you have full access to our team of expert
Associates and Liaisons, who are dedicated to your university.
❖

As a valued client and partner, we also provide to you:
❖ On-site support & virtual training
❖ Implementation strategies, case studies, and applied success stories
❖ Real-time responses

❖ Additionally, Academic Analytics has five Senior Advisors to whom you have access.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Peter Lange, Emeritus Provost, Duke University
George Walker, Emeritus Graduate Dean, Indiana University
Bob Berdahl, Former AAU President, Emeritus Chancellor, UC-Berkley
Dick Wheeler, Emeritus Graduate Dean, University of Illinois
Caroline Whitacre, Former Senior Vice President for Research, The Ohio State University
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Key Data Points
❖ Where do we get our data?
❖ Data warehouse is comprised of scholarly data information from over
440 PhD granting institutions across the U.S.
❖ Over 380,000 tenure / tenure track faculty members
❖ Non-tenure track faculty included at individual institution’s discretion
❖ All scholarly data is retrieved from public, reliable, comprehensive, and curated
sources.
❖ Faculty member serves as the unit of record
❖ Scholarly activity tied to the individual, regardless of institutional affiliation
❖ Coverage of scholarly activity is parameterized by data sources for each area of
scholarship. (e.g. Digital Object Identifier coverage of articles is most comprehensive
post 2003)

❖ Academic Analytics is “a” tool, not “the” tool.
❖ Data and information within Research Insight is intended to be a catalyst for
discussion and faculty development, never summative evaluation.
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Academic Analytics Data: Content and Aggregation
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Research Insight Uses

Primary Function:
Search engine with the capacity to return both local and
national subject matter experts via both Research Topic
and Scholar Name exploration
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Research Insight Search and Result Logic

Boolean Logic

• "Research Topic" search functionality centered by
Boolean Operators

Metadata crossreference

• RI searching for the presence of entered terms in the
abstracts and summaries of published works

Funding
Opportunities

• Populated and sorted by relevancy to scholar work
according to term overlap with opportunity summary

Suggested
Honorific Awards

• Multi-layered matching framework for distinguishing
scholar likeness to recent award recipients
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